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Abstract

In this paper we generalize the estimation-control duality that exists in the linear-
quadratic-Gaussian setting. We extend this duality to maximum a posteriori estimation
of the system’s state, where the measurement and dynamical system noise are inde-
pendent log-concave random variables. More generally, we show that a problem which
induces a convex penalty on noise terms will have a dual control problem. We provide
conditions for strong duality to hold, and then prove relaxed conditions for the piece-
wise linear-quadratic case. The results have applications in estimation problems with
nonsmooth densities, such as log-concave maximum likelihood densities. We conclude
with an example reconstructing optimal estimates from solutions to the dual control
problem, which has implications for sharing solution methods between the two types
of problems.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of estimating the state of a noisy dynamical system based only on
noisy measurements of the system. In this paper, we assume linear dynamics, so that the
progression of state variables is

Xt`1 “FtpXtq `Wt`1, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1 (1)

X0 “W0 (2)

Xt is the state variable–a random vector indexed by a discrete time-step t which ranges from
0 to some final time T . All of the results in this paper still hold in the case that the dimension
of Xt is time-dependent, but for notational convenience we will assume that Xt P Rnx for
t “ 0, ..., T . Ft is then a nx ˆ nx real-valued matrix that, though it may vary with time, is
known a priori. The Wt term is a random vector in Rnx that represents noise in the system
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dynamics. Note that, in this formulation, the random vectors Wt are primitive, in the sense
that they generate all of the randomness associated with the problem. The state variables
Xt are secondary, being derived from applying dynamic equations to Wt terms.

In addition to the dynamics that govern the state progression, we also have a measurement
process which dictates the observable information at time t. We assume that the measure-
ment process is linear.

Zt “ HtpXtq `Vt (3)

The vector Zt is a (secondary) random vector of dimension nz. Again, we can consider the
case that the dimension of Zt changes with time, but for notational convenience we will
assume that the measurements have a fixed dimension. Ht is than an nz ˆ nx matrix, which
similar to Ft may vary with time but is known in advance. Vt is a primitive random vector
of dimension Rnz that represents measurement noise.

Different information structures in this setup correspond to different types of estimation
problem. In this paper we consider the smoothing problem, which consists of estimating of
X0, ...,XT after all measurement variables Z0, ...ZT have been observed. In this sense, the
information associated with the problem is constant–the set of measurements which we use
to estimate X0 is the same as the measurements with which we estimate XT This differs from
the filtering problem, which is one of sequential state estimation. In the filtering problem,
the set of available measurements depends on the time of the state being estimated. Of
course, the difference between these problems can be formulated in terms of measurability
with respect to certain filtrations, but we avoid this language because our main problem of
interest will end be deterministic.

Kalman, in his seminal paper [9], assumed that there was no measurement noise associated
with system, so that Vt ” 0. Motivated by minimizing mean-squared error, he sought to
find the conditional expectation of the states given the measurement. Under the assumption
that the dynamic and measurement noise are Gaussian, conditional expectation reduces to
a deterministic maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem, in which the optimal estimate is the
mode of the conditional density

fXpX0, ...,XT |pZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT qq

Assuming that Wt „ N p0, Qtq and Vt ” 0, the problem can be derived explicitly, as in [4].
We are left with the following optimization problem:

min
x0,...,xT

T
ÿ

t“0

1

2
w1tQ

´1
t wt (PKal)

subject to xt`1 “ Ftxt ` wt`1, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1

x0 “ w0

zt “ Htxt, t “ 0, ..., T
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In this formulation, the variables xt and wt are estimates of the random variables Xt and Wt,
respectively. In this sense, wt is also a decision variable, but we prefer to write the problem in
this reduced formulation where a decision x0, ..., xT generates the variables w0, ..., wT .

Kalman observed that the Linear Quadratic Regulator problem

min
u0,...,uT

T
ÿ

t“0

1

2
y1tQtyt (DKal)

subject to yt`1 “ F 1tyt `H
1
tut`1

y0 “ H 1
0u0

over controls tutu
T
t“0 and states tytu

T
t“0, is dual to the estimation problem above. Kalman

defined this duality in terms of the equations that characterize their solutions: the algebraic
Riccati equation which characterizes the value function of (DKal) is the same equation that
governs the propagation of the variance of the estimate in (PKal), with a time reversal. Since
the Linear Quadratic Regulator problem is one of optimal control, the relationship between
the problems is described as duality between estimation and control, in the Linear-Quadratic
Gaussian setting.

Compared to the equation-correspondence duality which is typical in the engineering lit-
erature [16], [5] , we take a different approach by using the duality theory of convex pro-
gramming. The allows us to extend the duality of estimation and control to the more
general setting where noise and measurement noise have log-concave densities. This includes
the Linear-Quadratic Gaussian framework, but by viewing the duality in a convex-analytic
framework we gain more insight into the relationship between estimation and control. Pre-
vious literature has focused almost exclusively on either equation-correspondence duality or
convex analytic duality between estimation and control problems. We will investigate the
relationship between these two notions of duality in a future paper, but for now consider the
convex-analytic case.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we state and prove the main
result of the paper: a duality result between estimation and optimal control when the noise
terms in (3), (1) are log-concave. Section 3 applies this result to the case where the noise
terms have densities which are exponentiated monitoring functions, so that no constraint
qualification is required for strong duality. Section 4 contains a practical example, where the
solution to the optimal control problem is used to generate an optimal state estimate.

We conclude this section by establishing some definitions and notations that we will use
throughout the rest of the paper. Recall that a function is called lower semi-continuous
(lsc) if for every x in its domain,

lim inf
xνÑx

fpxνq ě fpxq

for every sequence xν Ñ x. In addition, recall that a convex function which takes extended
real-values is called proper if it is not identically 8 and never takes the value ´8 [12]. In
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keeping with convex-analytic literature, we refer to the domain of an extended-valued convex
function as the set where it assumes a finite value.

Lastly, given a convex function f : Rn Ñ p´8,8s, we denote by f˚ the convex conjugate of
f , which is defined as

f˚pyq “ sup
xPRn

txx, yy ´ fpxqu .

Conjugation is ubiquitous in convex-analytic duality theory, and this paper is no exception.
For more details and background on conjugation and its relation to duality, the reader should
consult any of [11] [13] [12].

2 Estimation with Convex Penalties

In this section we consider the case where the the random vectors Wt and Vt in (1) and (3)
have log-concave density functions. Recall that a function φ : Rd Ñ R is log-concave if

φpxq “ exp´fpxq

where f : Rd Ñ p´8,8s is a convex function. By convention, we adopt that e´8 “ 0.

The collection of random vectors with log-concave densities is broad enough to include many
commonly used distributions, such as the normal, Laplace, and exponential [2]. Moreover,
it is closed with respect to taking marginals, convolutions, and forming product measures
[6]. These characteristics make MAP estimation in the presence of log-concave noise much
more amenable to computation than the more general unimodal class, because they guar-
antee that conditional expectations, sums of random variables, and joint densities formed
by independent log-concave random variables remain log-concave. These are exactly the
operations performed when considering MAP estimation in the presence of linear dynamics
and measurements. The broader class of unimodal distributions, on the other hand, does
not enjoy these properties, making them much more difficult to work with in the context of
discrete-time state estimation.

Nonparametric density estimation within the class of log-concave random vectors also has
attractive theoretical and computational properties. We will not review those results here
(see, for example, [7, 10, 15]), but we do comment that the results in the later sections find
rich applications in nonparametric log-concave density estimation, particularly because of
their non-smooth nature.

The maximum a posteriori estimation of the states, given measurements z0, ..., zT can be
derived similarly to the Gaussian case.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that Wt and Vt are independent and have log-concave densities
e´ft and e´gt, respectively, for t “ 0, ..., T . Then the maximum a posterior estimate of the
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states X0, ...,XT given pZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT q is given by the solution to the problem

min
x0,...,xT

T
ÿ

t“0

ftpwtq `
T
ÿ

t“0

gtpzt ´Htxtq (P)

subject to xt`1 “ Ftxt ` wt`1, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1

x0 “ w0

Equivalently, one can use an extended formulation, minimizing over wt and xt, or simply
minimizing in wt.

Proof. In maximum a posteriori estimation, we seek to maximize the density

pXpX0, ...,XT |pZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., znqq.

By Bayes’ Theorem

pXppX0, ...,XT q “ px0, ..., xT q|pZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT qq

“
pZppZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT q|pX0, ...,XT q “ px0, ..., xT qqpXpX0, ...,XT q “ px0, ..., xT qq

pZppZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT qq
.

By the independence of measurement noise,

pZppZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT q|pX0, ...,XT q “ px0, ..., xT qq “
T
ź

t“0

pVtpzt ´Htxtq.

Furthermore, since the process is Markov (by independence of dynamic noise)

pXppX0, ...,XT q “ px0, ..., xT qq “ pX0px0q ¨ pX1px1|x0q ¨ ... ¨ pXT
pxT |xT´1q.

Our posterior becomes
śT

t“0 pVtpzt ´Htxtq ¨ pX0px0q ¨
śT

t“1 pXtpxt|xt´1q

pZppZ0, ...,ZT q “ pz0, ..., zT qq
.

By the assumptions on the distributions of Vt and Wt, this is

Cpz0, ..., zT q ¨ exp

#

´f0px0q ´
T´1
ÿ

t“0

ft`1pxt`1 ´ Ftpxtqq ´
T
ÿ

t“0

gtpzt ´Htxtq

+

where Cpz0, ..., znq is some term not depending on px0, ..., xT q. Maximizing this expression
in px0, ..., xT q is then equivalent to minimizing

f0px0q `
t´1
ÿ

t“0

ft`1pxt`1 ´ Ftpxtqq `
T
ÿ

t“0

gtpzt ´Htpxtqq.

This gives us the problem in the statement of the proposition. The different formulations
follow because each choice of px0, , , xT q generates a unique pw0, ..., wT q, according to the
dynamics, and vice versa.
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The extension from the Gaussian noise to log-concave random vectors is signficant. The fact
that the functions ft and gt in P can take the value 8 permits a choice of densities which do
not have full support. Correspondingly, the MAP problem then becomes one of traditional
convex optimization [13], [12], where constraints are built in to the objective function by
allowing that function to take infinite values.

The next lemma provides information about the function f used to define a log-concave
density.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that f : Rn Ñ R is a convex function which defines the density of a
random variable X „ e´fpxq. Then

(a) If cl pfq is the lower-semicontinuous hull of f , then ecl pfq is also a density function for
X.

(b) f is proper

(c) dompfq is full-dimensional

(d) f is level-bounded, so that the minimum of f over Rn is attained.

Proof. First we prove (a). Since a convex function is continuous on the interior of its domain
[13][10.1], the only points where f may fail to be lower semicontinuous is on the boundary
of its domain. The domain of a convex function is obviously convex, and since the boundary
of a convex set has Lebesgue measure zero [8][Lemma 1.8.1], cl pfq and f are equal almost
everywhere. Hence ecl pfq is also a density function for X, since it differs from the given
density on a set of measure zero. This results allows us to refer to pointwise values of f , by
which we mean the values of the unique lower-semicontinuous extension cl pfq.

(b) follows from (a) and the fact that
ş

e´fpxqdx “ 1. Because an improper lower-semicontinuous
convex function can have no finite values [13][Cor 7.2.1], f must be proper in order for e´fpxq

to integrate to one.

For (c), if dompfq were not full dimensional then it is a subset of a proper affine subspace of
Rn. This set has measure zero, which violates the condition that e´fpxq integrates to one.

Lastly, we prove (d). In order that
ş

e´fpxqdx “ 1, we must have fpxq Ñ 8 as |x| Ñ 8.
This means that f is level bounded, which combined with the fact that we can without loss
of generality take f to be lower-semicontinuous, gives that f attains its minimum [12][Thm
1.9]

To simplify calculations in the results that follow, we will rewrite the problem P in a more
compact form. We borrow from Rockafellar [14] the notion of a supervector, which is simply
a concatenated vector consisting of a variable at all time steps. Let w “ pw0, ..., wT q

1,
z “ pz0, ..., zT q

1, x “ px0, ..., xT q
1 be the supervectors corresponding MAP estimates of the
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dynamical noise, measurements, and states, respectively. Define

fpwq “
T
ÿ

t“0

ftpwtq,

gpzq “
T
ÿ

t“0

gtpztq.

Note that each of these functions is separable with respect to the components of their re-
spective supervectors. Hence infimums and supremums can be performed with respect to
each component.

Define

A “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
´F0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

0
. . . . . . 0

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´FT´1 1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

so that the dynamical system constraint in P can be represented as

Ax´ w “ 0. (4)

Similarly, let

H “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

H0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 H1 ¨ ¨ ¨
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ HT

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

.

Then the measurement constraint can be rewritten in supervector notation as well, allowing
us to rewrite problem P

min
x,w

fpwq ` gpz ´Hxq (5)

s.t. Ax´ w “ 0.

We now turn our attention to convex-analytic duality. For concreteness, we assume that
C Ď Rn and D Ď Rm. Recall that a convex problem minxPC hpxq is dual to a concave
problem maxyPD kpyq if there is a convex-concave function L : RnˆRm Ñ R such that

hpxq “ sup
yPD

Lpx; yq and kpyq “ inf
xPC

Lpx; yq.

This definition, from [11], is equivalent to the notion of duality in which one perturbs con-
straints in order to generate a saddle function L. Indeed, a perturbation function F can be
generated from the equation

F px, uq “ sup
yPD

tKpx, yq ´ u1yu .
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Of course, this duality framework subsumes the familar Lagrangian duality, Fenchel duality,
and various other duality schemes. We refer the reader to [11] for details and examples, and
focus on applying this theory to the problem at hand.
Theorem 2.3. When f and g are convex, problem (P) is the primal problem associated with
the saddle function

Lpw, x;u, yq “ fpwq ` z1u´ g˚puq ´ u1Hx` y1pAx´ wq

on C :“ RpT`1qˆnx ˆ RpT`1qˆnx, D :“ RpT`1qˆnz ˆ RpT`1qˆnx

Proof. To prove that (P) is the primal problem for the saddle-function L, we will show that

(P) “ min
pw,xqPC

sup
pu,yqPD

Lpw, x;u, yq

which satisfies the definition in [11]. For ease of notation, in what follows we omit the sets
over which we take the infimums and supremums. By the separability of L,

sup
u,y

Lpw, x;u, yq “ fpwq ` sup
u
tu1pz ´Hxq ´ g˚puqu ` sup

y
ty1pAx´ wqu

Obviously the right-most supremum is 0 when Ax ´ w “ 0 and 8 otherwise. Furthermore,
Lemma 2.2 gives that without loss of generality g is proper and lsc. Therefore the Fenchel-
Moreau Theorem [12, Th 11.1] gives that

sup
u
tu1pz ´Hxq ´ g˚puqu “ g˚˚pz ´Hxq “ gpz ´Hxq.

Thus

min
w,x

sup
u,y

Lpw, x;u, yq

“ min
w,x

fpwq ` gpz ´Hxq

s.t. Ax´ w “ 0

Theorem 2.4. The dual problem associated with L on RpT`1qˆnx ˆ RpT`1qˆnx, RpT`1qˆnz ˆ
RpT`1qˆnx is

sup
y,u

z1u´ f˚pyq ´ g˚puq (6)

s.t. A1y ´H 1u “ 0

Furthermore, this problem has an equivalent reduced formulation where the supremum is
taken over u.
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Proof. The dual problem associated with the triple L, RpT`1qˆnx ˆ RpT`1qˆnx , RpT`1qˆnz ˆ
RpT`1qˆnx is

sup
u,y

inf
w,x

Lpw, x; v, yq

“ sup
u,y

inf
w,x

fpwq ` z1u´ g˚puq ´ u1Hx` y1pAx´ wq

“ sup
u,y

inf
w,x

fpwq ´ w1y ` x1pA1y ´H 1uq ` z1u´ g˚puq

“ sup
u,y

z1u´ g˚puq ` inf
w
tfpwq ´ w1yu ` inf

x
tx1pA1y ´H 1uqu

“ sup
u,y
z1u´ g˚puq ´ f˚pyq

s.t. A1y ´H 1u “ 0

Lastly, the equivalent reduced formulation follows because the each u generates a unique y
vector according to the constraints.

Appealing to the separability of f and g, and expanding the matrices A1 and H 1, we have
established the following main result.
Theorem 2.5. The dual problem associated with the estimation problem (P) is the optimal
control problem

sup
u0,...,uT

T
ÿ

t“0

f˚t pytq ` g
˚
t putq ´ z

1
tut (D)

s.t. yt “ F 1tyt`1 `H
1
tut, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1

yT “ H 1uT

The next theorem provides a condition, known as a constraint qualification, for strong duality
to hold between the estimation problem P and control 6 problems above.
Theorem 2.6. [13, Theorem 28.2] Assume that the problem P is strictly feasible, so that
there exists a pair px,wq satisfying (4), w P intpdompfqq, z ´ Hx P intpdompgqq. Then
a strong duality relationship exists between the problems P and D. In other words, the
supremum in D equals the optimal value in P. Furthermore, this supremum is attained.

Proof. This follows directly from the strong duality theorem in [13, Theorem 28.2]. Note that
the typical formulation of this constraint qualification requires only a relative interior point,
when the domains are considered as subsets of their affine hulls, instead of an interior point.
However, since by Lemma 2.2 the domains of f and g are full-dimensional, the notions are
equivalent.

sectionThe Piecewise Linear Quadratic Case
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In this section we investigate structural constraints on the functions ft and gt in the densities
of Wt and Vt that allow us to remove the constraint qualification condition in 2.6.

Recall that a function is linear-quadratic if it is polynomial of degree at most two, so that
constant and linear functions are included in this family.
Theorem 2.7. Assume that ft and gt are convex and piecewise linear-quadratic. If either
P or D are feasible, then strong duality holds between these estimation and optimal contorl
problems, so that their optimal objective values are equal. Furthermore, both problems attain
their optimal objective values.

Proof. If ft and gt are piecewise linear quadratic, then the reformulated problem 5 is a
piecewise linear-quadratic program. Lemma 2.2 gives us that each of ft and gt are proper,
and hence each of their conjugates is as well. Combined with the assumption that one of P
and D is feasible, we know that the optimal objective value of this problem is finite. Strong
duality and the attaining of optimal values then follow directly from [12][Thm 11.42]

Theorem 2.7 removes the contraint qualification of Theorem 2.5 by imposing extra structure
on the functions ft and gt. By assuming that ft and gt are piecewise linear-quadratic, strong
duality becomes automatic.

When ft and gt are arbitrary convex functions, computing closed form expressions for the
conjugates that occur in the dual problem may be difficult. The conjugate function, La-
grangian, and dual problem D are especially easy to compute in the special case that ft and
gt are monitoring functions, which includes many problems of practical interest.

A monitoring function is a function ρU,M : Rn Ñ R defined by

ρU,Mpxq “ sup
uPU
tx1u´

1

2
u1Muu

where U Ď Rn is a nonempty polyhedral set and M is an n ˆ n positive semidefinite ma-
trix.

Monitoring functions are flexible tools for modeling penalties. They are proper, convex,
and piecewise linear-quadratic [12][Ex 11.18], and can be used to model a variety of linear
and quadratic penalties in addition to polyhedral constraints. A probabilistic interpretation
of the use of monitoring functions in robust smoothing problems can be found in [1]. The
authors detail the construction of many commonly used penalties in robust optimization,
and provide remarks for constructing others.

The incentive for considering the case that ft and gt are monitoring functions is two-fold.
The first is that, though this is requires a further restriction on the form of ft and gt, the
MAP problem Gaussian noise is contained in this case. The second is that the framework
provides enough structure to make the computation of the conjugates and the dual control
problem D straight-forward.

We’ll be aided in this by the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.8. If ρU,M is a monitoring function, then the conjugate ρ˚U,M is given by

ρ˚U,Mpyq “

"

1
2
y1My when y P U
8 otherwise

Proof.

ρ˚U,Mpyq “ sup
xPRn

tx1y ´ ρU,Mpxqu

“ sup
xPRn

"

x1y ´ sup
uPU

"

x1u´
1

2
u1Mu

**

“ sup
xPRn

inf
uPU

"

x1py ´ uq `
1

2
u1Mu

*

(7)

This can be interpreted as the dual to the problem

inf
uPU

1

2
u1Mu

s.t. u “ y

In the same spirit as 2.7, we apply [12][11.42] to see that, when U is nonempty, 7 equals

inf
uPU

sup
xPRn

"

x1py ´ uq `
1

2
u1Mu

*

“

"

1
2
y1My when y P U
8 otherwise

We’ve arrived at a precise formulation of the dual control problem D.
Corollary 2.9. If Wt and Vt have a PLQ density

Wt9e
´ρWt,Mt Vt9e

´ρVt,Nt

with Mt, Nt ľ 0 and and Wt, Vt nonempty and polyhedral, then the MAP problem P is dual
to the control problem

sup
u0,...,uT

T
ÿ

t“0

1

2
y1tMtyt `

1

2
u1tNtut ´ z

1
tut (8)

s.t. yt “ F 1tyt`1 `H
1
tut, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1

yT “ H 1uT

yt P Wt, t “ 0, ..., T (9)

ut P Vt, t “ 0, ..., T (10)

Optimal values are attained and strong duality holds when either problem is feasible.
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Proof. Follows directly from 2.5 and 2.7.

As an application of Theorem 2.9, we verify the strong duality between estimation and control
in the linear-quadratic Gaussian setting. By taking Wt „ N p0, Qtq and Vt „ N p0, Rtq, we
can represent the density functions as in theorem 2.9 by taking

Wt “ Rnx , Mt “ Qt, Vt “ Rnz , Nt “ Rt

Because ρt,Rnx ,Qt and ρt,Rnz ,Rt have domains Rnx and Rnz , respectively, the MAP problem is
feasible for any measurements pz0, ..., zT q. Strong duality then follows directly from Theorem
2.9.

Moreover, by taking Wt „ N p0, Qtq and Vt ” 0, we recover the duality of the two problems
considered by Kalman from the introduction. The time reversal is in fact an artifact of taking
the convex analytic dual, though recovery of the Riccati-covariance propagation equivalence
requires considering each problem as sequential, which is not the appoach that we’ve taken
here.

3 Applications: Reconstructing an Estimator from Op-

timal Controls

In this section we apply the results of the previous sections to construct the solution to
an optimal estimation problem from the solution to its dual problem of optimal control.
We focus on a nonsmooth problem of practical interest. First, we formulate an estimation
problem where the density of the measurement noise is generated via log-concave maximum
likelihood estimation from a sample of measurement noise. We then use the result 2.5 to
construct a corresponding dual control problem. Finally, we use the solution to this control
problem to construct an optimal estimator for the original problem.

The set up for this problem motivated by the following scenario. A practioner aims to
estimate the current and previous states of a dynamical system from a set of noisy mea-
surements. Through calibration of a sensor or observation, the practioner has the ability to
generate sample data for the measurement noise. How can one use this data to formulate
an estimation problem which reflects the tendencies of the sensor? We would like to capital-
ize on the ability to generate measurement noise, instead of defaulting to a Gaussian noise
assumption.

The following theorem, due to [15] and [10], as well as the computational results in [7], allow
us to form a nonparametric density estimate of a log-concave density based on a set of sample
data.
Theorem 3.1. If X1, ..., Xn are i.i.d. observations from a univariate log-concave density,
then the nonparamtric MLE exists, is unique, and is of the form φ̂n “ exp f̂n. The function
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f̂n is piecewise linear on rXp1q, Xpnqs, with the set of knots contained in tX1, ..., Xnu. Outside

of rXp1q, Xpnqs, f̂ takes the value 8.

For the generation of our example problem, we use 10 time steps and a two dimensional
state space, motivated by components representing position and velocity. The dynamics
matrices Ft corresponds to the physical dynamics that would occur in such a situation.
We produce a “true” sequence of states to be estimated by generating dynamical system
noise according to a N p0, Iq distribution. We take the measurement operators Ht be the
sum of the components. Lastly, we construct measurements from a sample of Laplacep0, 1q
measurement noise.

For the formulation of the MAP problem, we assume that the dynamical system noise was
generated according to N p0, Iq distribution. For the measurement noise, we construct a
log-concave MLE estimator e´ĝ of the density from a sample of size 100 generated from a
Laplace(0,1) distribution. ĝ and its convex conjugate ĝ˚ are illustrated in figure 1.

(a) ĝ (b) ĝ˚

Figure 1: ĝ and ĝ˚, where the MLE density is e´gpxq

The MAP problem P is then

min
x0,...,x10

10
ÿ

t“0

1

2
||wt||

2
` ĝpzt ´ p 1 1 q ¨ xtq (Pex)

s.t. xt`1 “

ˆ

1 1
0 1

˙

xt ` wt`1, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1

x0 “ w0
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According to 2.5 this problem has as its dual the control problem

max
u0,...,u10

10
ÿ

t“0

1

2
||yt||

2
` ĝ˚putq ´ u

1
tzt (Dex)

s.t. yt “

ˆ

1 0
1 1

˙

yt`1 `

ˆ

1
1

˙

ut, t “ 0, ..., T ´ 1

yT “

ˆ

1
1

˙

uT

Because our dynamical system noise in Pex has full support, Theorem 2.6 guarantees that
strong duality holds between the problems, and that the dual control problem attains its
solution. Assume that we have solved this control problem and have a corresponding optimal
control pu˚, y˚q. Since an optimal estimate pw˚, x˚q gives a saddle point pw˚, x˚;u˚, y˚q to
the Lagrangian L in Theorem 2.4, it follows from the proof of this theorem that w˚ minimizes
fpwq´w1y˚. In our problem f , when fpwq “ 1

2
||w||2, which yields the relationship w˚ “ y˚.

This is similar to the relationship between primal and dual solutions in the Fenchel Duality
framework. See [3][Prop. 5.3.8] for further details. Note that this allows us to reconstruct a
primal solution from a dual solution and vice versa. In particular, the relationship between
y˚ and w˚ is linear when the dynamical system noise is assumed to be Gaussian.

Solving Dex to optimality 1 gives y˚, from which we generate w˚ and then an optimal estimate
x˚. Figure 2 contains a plot of the estimated and true state.

Though we have demonstrated a convenient technique to generate solutions for an estimation
problem from the solution to its dual control problem, in this example we have no reason to
believe that solving Dex is any easier than solving the original problem Pex. Nevertheless,
the results in this and previous sections provide motivation for further investigation into
applying control algorithms to solve estimation problems and vice versa.
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